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I also discovered many web sites concerned with
transformation of the world as we know it to something
far better or worse - depending on the prophets one
reads.
The N.Y. Times pointed out that two important
religious groups, the Mormons and Seventh Day
Adventists, believe in an apocalyptic doom.
This was
reported in a business article exploring whether the
investment portfolios of these religious groups follow
their beliefs. A large portion of their holdings are
in bonds maturing well after the year 2000.
Wouldn't it be ironic if God decided - instead of
ending the world in a cataclysmic explosion - to
torture us with a technological time bomb that is
already ticking away.
.giving us years of frustration
instead of sudden death.
.and saving the real thing
for yet another thousand years.

OUR MAN IN RUSSIA
May 11, 1998

Russell Dale Flick

[The life and career of Dr. John Martin
Crawford, Literary Club member 1883-1916.
Consul-General to the Imperial Russian
Government and translator of the epic
'Kalevala.']
A period steamship of the RUSSIA LINE, out of
England, throttled down to 'half,' 'slow,' 'dead slow'
as her pilot took his marks on the buoys indicating the
entrance of the navigation channel through the delta of
the tannin brown Neva River.
Earlier a sailor had
dipped her ensign in deference to the massive sprawl of
Peterhof Palace atop the low bluff to the ship's
starboard; far to port passengers had glimpsed the
masts and funnels of Russian war ships docked at the
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great Kronstadt naval fortress brooding ~ow and black
on the distant horizon, The ship's restlve passengers
"were floating as if on a mystical bark on the
boundaries of two worlds, one rich with the treasure s
of memory the other radiant with the hues of hope."
As the ch~nnel narrowed the low, flat horizon of the
northern Russian plain became more distinct; dotted
here and there with peasant huts, dachas and summer
mansions of the aristocracy in the western town of
Oranienbaum, The shore wou ld soon crowd in with the
working - class houses and apart ment blocks verging on
the great Putilov Steel Works belching vaporous
warnings of Russia's emergi ng industrial might,
A water approach to this great capital from the
Gulf of Finland gave the classic buildings the
appearance of ethereal past el wedding cakes floating on
rafts of dark red granite, Go d sparkled and glinted
even on the gloomiest of days:
the dome of St. Isaac's
cathedral; the needle-like sp ' res of the Admiralty and
St. Peter and Paul Fortress soared over all.
As the
vessel neare d the dock for warp i 9 i , Rastrelli's
gigantic thousand-windowed Wi er Pa ace dominated the
inner harbor off the forward bow.
' d the subject of
tonight's paper recall, as he s
on deck, how Peter
the Great had wrested this gl · tter~.g e ropolis from
the cold mud of a miserable r ' er bed a the cost of
100,000 human lives?

It was high summer 188 9, and =orty-three year old
John Martin Crawford L . L.D. , M. . , pro=essor, medical
doctor, writer, poet, lingu ist , c_ass ' c ' st,
photographer, future busines s yc c, new y appointe d
Consul-General to the Russi an : _er~ a_ government at
St. Pete rsburg and-most imp orca.~-a -e er of the
Literary Club had arrived.
It ha bee. a long/grueling
journey for this brilliant, a ~ ~ ' 5 , and restless
young man marked by near hypera -:"--=
all that he
had ventured and accompli s e . -- :::.ograph s of the day
reveal the countenanc e of a s :~ --=a e' an with
slightly thinning dar k air , ~~e=-~g lnqui sitive eyes
and neatly trimmed beard ~~~ ~ ==e s y e of a young
Ulysses S. Grant.
-~
fti with full
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Russian fur coat, classic wing collars and wide silk
cravat.
Dr. Crawford had become a near celebrity in
Cincinnati since his appointment in June as ConsulGeneral of the United States to Russia by Republican
President Benjamin Harrison. The reward came, in part,
for Crawford's outstanding contributions to the medical
and literary world coupled with his command of Russian,
Finnish, Hungarian, German, Latin and Greek. He was
regarded as one of 'the best and brightest' possessing
remarkable talents and a burning ambition.
"Dedication
and detail" was his motto.
On July 6, 1889, a special "Bon Voyage" meeting
was called by our Club to bid Crawford farewell.
It
should be noted that meetings were by custom held every
Saturday evening from September to June.
The Club
rooms were "filled to capacity" to cheer him and be
entertained by the reading of his own paper 'Literature
of the Finns.'
Newspaper coverage of the day often printed the
complete text of Literary Club papers with a listing of
members present. How times have changed.
It was
remarked that "two members dating from 1849 attended."
The paper concluded with "more applause and huzzas"
after which the honored speaker replied:
"Should I
succeed in bringing anything into the English language
worthy of the members of the Club, then I would feel
repaid for my labor." The gala evening ended when "A
handsome lunch, with appropriate 'liquid trimmings' was
set." But who was John Martin Crawford and whence did
he come?
The future Dr. Crawford was born October 18, 1846,
at Herrick, Pennsylvania, in the bosom of a relatively
comfortable and highly literate family.
Here he was
educated in the public schools and the Susquehanna
Collegiate Institute. At age eighteen he taught one
term in the public schools, and at nineteen was
appointed principal of the Normal Academy, Dimock,
Pennsylvania. At twenty-one he became assistant
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the Al
and the Eclectic, with dip l o
College, the Eclectic Med ica _ Miami Medical College wit h s
diagnosis and physiology . He
professor of physiology a nd
College and, in 1882, appo i ce~ diagnosis and duties of r eg isc~~ _
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-~
- _____
hours.
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Dr. Thomas Conrad Porter (1 822-~- former's student years at La :a
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He held degrees in Latin, b - a::.-, _
natural sciences.
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afraid someone would hear:
'Had it not been for the
'Kalevala,' Longfellow's poem 'Hiawatha' would never
have been written. '" But what is the 'Kalevala' and
why is it so important to Crawford's story and his
legacy to us?
The 'Kalevala's' roots in Finnish folk-lore extend
back some 3,000 years. Epic in scope, the work
embraces fifty runes, or song verses, of 150,000 words
and 22,793 lines. Forces of light and darkness, good
and evil, mysteries of nature and the order of the
world are revealed in this oral epic. This blueprint
of the Finnish language, based on a nineteen letter
alphabet, articulated a sense of their cultural and
national identity during years of Swedish and Russian
domination. And, in pure folk-lore fashion, 'sang' or
recited themselves into existence.
German writers Max Muller and Steinthal ranked the
work on a level with the greatest epics of the world:
the 'Iliad,' 'Kaleva1a,' 'The Ring,' and the 'Song of
Roland.'
In his youth Jean Sibe1ius was fascinated
with the 'Kalevala' epic, leading to a choral
composition by the same name for male male voices in
1892. Written while in his twenties, it was never
performed during his life.
Finns today draw
inspiration from the work in the fields of art,
literature, architecture and names for streets,
buildings, ships and children.
Dr. Porter, Crawford's professor at Lafayette
College, had made a series of long but incomplete
translations of the classic from the German text by
Schiefner in the 1850s. Likewise Longfellow had read
the German copy and was entranced with its remarkable
eight - syllabled trochaic pattern, a characteristic
verse of the Finns.
Porter, upon reading 'Hiawatha,' launched his

~otorio~s at~ack on Lo~gfellow in his article appearing

In the Washlngton Natlonal Intelligencer' of November
1855, a~d his extended essay "Kalevala and
Hlawatha," In the 'Mercersburg Quarterly Review' of
2~,
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April 18, 1856, in wh ic h e
of having plagiarized the '

ngfellow
' ~:.awa

Listen first to the in~r Hiawatha' and secondly tha t
for comparison.

a .'

' -:-2::.e Song of
-- ' :<a _eva a'

'Hiawatha'
"Should you ask me, whenc e he _e
Whence these legends and tra --~
With the odors of the fo res ,
With the dew and damp of mead ": .
With the curling smoke o f w i~
With the rushing of g r eat ri e~ ,
With their frequent repet it ' =s ,
And their wild reverberat io s ,
As of thunder in the mount a ' ?

_=-_==-= _

'Kalevala'
"Mastered by desire impu lsi e ,
By a mighty inward urg i ng ,
I am ready now for singing ,
Ready to begin the chanti ng
Of our nation's ancient fol k-s
Handed down from by - gone a ges .
In my mouth the words are me_c -=_
From my lips the tones are g ~ -- _
From my tongue they wish to has~== i
When my willing teeth are pa r e~
When my ready mouth is ope ned ,
Songs of ancient wit and wisd
Hasten from me not unwill ing.

=

Provided with the i ns pira~~
to mention the preceding c -::~
his own complete transl at i L
original Finnish into Eng _~s ~ - - published in New York b y - . ~ 
London, the two massi ve
editions by 1904. No a d~=~
were made for eight y ye~= -

:

__ _ _ ort er, not
::it' :' rd began
.-- e--a _a ' fro m the
18 88,
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remains in the Clup library.
In a 1904 speech honoring
Porter, Crawford stated.
"In my good wife's scrap-book
may be found more than 1,000 reviews of 'The Kalevala
into English,' and these articles, with surprising
unanimity affirm all that Porter ever claimed on the
question of Longfellow's dependence on 'Kalevala' for
'Hiawatha.'
The press of this country and of Great
Britain has reechoed, but not in whispers, his remarks
made to the class of 1871."
With this accomplished, let us return to Crawford
on the day of his arrival in St. Petersburg, Russia to
learn more of the 'set and setting' in which he found
himself on assuming the duties of Consul-General from
1889 until 1894.
The Russian state in one form or another had been
in existence for some nine centuries; the Romanovs had
been on the throne for 276 years; represented by fortythree y e ar old Alexander III, the brutish fire-tong
twisting, coin - bending giant and arch - conservative who
succeeded his father Alexander II, known as the serffreeing 'Tsar Liberator,' assassinated by anarchist in
1882 .
This King, Emperor, Tsar and Great Kahn ruled an
empire stretching from Finland and Poland on the west
to the Pacific in the far east.
In 1889 his son and heir, the ill-fated Nicholas
II, was twenty - one years old.
By comparison Queen
Victoria was seventy, Vladimir Lenin nineteen, Winston
Churchill fifteen, Joseph Stalin ten, Franklin
Roosevelt seven, Harry Truman five and Adolph Hitler
one.
Like Crawford, these personages would in one way
or another find their present and future lives,
careers-and fates-entwined in the events of this vast
and troubled land.
Alexander's reign was known as 'the age of
reaction' following his father's death.
Revolutionary
stirrings had solidified into acts of terrorism.
In
his accession address he declared "complete faith in
the strength and truth of the autocracy.
.for the
good of the people." He vowed to maintain that power.
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As Consul-General Dr. Cra : ~
a ac ed
to the office of Charles Emory
0: the
PHILADELPHIA PRESS, and U.S . ~s:.e~ - ~ ' ss~a under
President Harrison. Such d :es
n
matters of U.S. - Russian trade , :--:- e , ~=' ' s:.ry and
the affairs of American c it ' ze-- -- ~=~ "ec e.
American business interes ts ~ere
o~c erned
with Russian fishing, the f r :
-:::=:- ',
lumbering, chemicals and me ta:::~,-.
industry at this time was fore ___ a=~
In the dry words of one obs erve~
capitalism.
.but few cap ita 5:'5 .

-<

Until the 1917 revolut io
_a: p omats
and Consuls-General regarde d a _ ~---=:.~ S .
Petersburg as the pinnacle of -~~
~ers ;
ot to
mention an assured step to adva= - =-_ r re remen t.
The near feudal darkness of
- : -s~a wa s a far
cry from the glow of candles
w ere the
yearly revenue of a peasant
e squandered
to pay for a night's reve ls
ffi cers
from the imperial regiments .
- b pape r
Crawford recalled his yea rs::.::.
" In the
homes of the upper cla sses
e:ice you could
hear parents and chil dre~
y as five
languages at one time . n
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One of the first great challenges to Dr. Crawford
during his Russian years came in the form of the great
famine of 1891-1892. The roots of this famine began in
the late 1880s stemming, in part, from the theories of
Finance Minister Vyshnegradskii, the son of a Russian
Orthodox priest, who had become professor of mechanical
engineering at St. Petersburg Technological Institute
before entering government service.
Financing of the proposed Trans-Siberian Railroad
had already created an unstable force in the Russian
economy.
With prices on the world grain markets
plummeting, Vyshnegradskii increased his country's
grain shipments to Western Europe and, in the process,
created one of the worst famines of the nineteenth
century.
Depleted grain reserves, coupled with
unfavorable growing conditions, began to be felt in
February, 1891. By spring the dreadful results became
endemic and an international alarm had been sounded.
The American Relief Committee was formed with Charles
Emory Smith as active president and Dr. Crawford in
tandem as his capable assistant.
Supplying Russia with the required food, medicine
and related assistance was further hampered by poor
roads, often frozen or mud clogged for six months of
each year, limited rail transport and great distances.
Food and medicines from the United States were
transported to Russian ports by ship across the
Atlantic.
Starvation and communicable diseases were
punctuated by growing reports of cannibalism in
isolated regions.
The number of famine related
fatalities may never be known.
Reports of the day were
widely varying with some relief groups admitting to
between 4,000,000 and 7,000,000 deaths.
Crawford
served willingly working long hours in the areas of
tran~port logistics, translation and communication.
These efforts drew wide and admiring attention.
By 1892, the great famine subsided with increased
Russian harvests and the mission of the international
community.
These efforts would serve as the standard
for future relief programs in the coming years.
In
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Railway, Witte had been born into a family of Baltic
Germans who were allied professionally and by
illustrious marriages to Russia's most prominent
families.
These 'Balts,' as they were known, had
served Russian sovereigns for generations.
In 1892,
witte was forty-two years old and, in the words of
historian W. Bruce Lincoln, ".
.combined a Spanish
conquistador's thirst for adventure with a politician's
love of behind-the scenes intrigue.
. no less than
Cecil Rhodes or Lord Curzon." He was also a brilliant
mathematician filled with a great appreciation for his
own worth.
Twice married to divorced women, he was
ahead of his time in forcing a prenuptial agreement on
his second wife to disinherit her daughter from his
vast personal fortune.
Witte looked to Siberia as a potential for Russian
grp.atness in the century that lay ahead.
He believed
that his nation should "look both west and east," like
the double - headed eagle of Byzantium, to fulfill her
destiny.
To him Siberia must become the first line of
defense against the "yellow perilll he and his
colleagues feared was about to arise in Asia. As the
United States moved west, Russia spread east on a road
to its own 'manifest destiny.'
Tt was Witte who approached Crawford with the task
of editing and translating this vast worth for the
Exposition into English.
The mission was "fraught with
great difficulties" as there were no translators
available who knew English and Russian well enough and
thoroughly acquainted with technical and scientific
terms neede d. With a staff of fifty specialists,
Crawford began the intensive job of gathering data,
translating and editing to produce five large volumes
between June and August, 1893, titled The Industries of
Russia.
The 1,600 pages in English were condensed from
over 1,900 in Russian. Working long hours and with but
days between printing runs, our 'workaholic' Crawford
was near exhaustion and complained bitterly of the task
at hand in standardizing and proofing the writing style
of a large staff. He had to double check al l maps,
charts, graphs, illustrations, weights and measures,
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The tragedy of the 1904 Russo-Japanese war thrust
Witte onto the stage of world diplomacy through his
role as Russian representative at the Portsmouth, New
Hampshire peace conference. His work was regarded as
"brilliant." His sentiments regarding a luncheon with
President Theodore Roosevelt were telling.
He later
wrote, "The meal for a European was almost
indigestible. There was no tablecloth and ice water
instead of wine.
.Americans have no culinary taste
and they can eat almost anything that comes their way."
He was further horrified at the American habit of
applying ice to glasses of alcoholic beverages.
Nor did Roosevelt care for Witte. He remarked, "I
cannot say that I liked him for I thought his bragging
and bluster not only foolish, but shockingly vulgar
when compared with the gentlemanly restraint of the
Japanese." Witte was given a 'golden parachute,' with
the title of count, grudgingly by a cool Nicholas 11 who had inherited his chief minister from his father.
The venomous empress Alexandra never forgave Witte for
his role in the adoption of Russia's first limited
constitution and the formation of the parliamentary
Duma following the events of the so - called 'Revolution
of 1905.' Witte believed in neither. He commented, "I
have a constitution in my head, but as to my heart - "
and spat on the floor.
Witte died in March, 1915, at age sixty-seven.
The empress wrote to Nicholas II at military
headquarters that day on her".
.calm soul .
. whether it is because I had a talk with our friend
(Rasputin) or because of the newspaper telling of the
death of count Witte." Nicholas rebuked her with a
written comment,".
.do not drag our 'friend'
(meaning Rasputin) into this."
For a moment let us roll the camera of history
back to the year 1894.
President Benjamin Harrison's
Republican administration of 1889-1893 was succeeded by
the Democrats, represented by President Grover
Cleveland, from 1893 - 1897. By custom the positions of
Consuls - General were at the pleasure of the reigning
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At the end of his extended Russian tour of duty,
Crawford was kept abroad for an additional period of
months by the American Government to make a series of
insp e ction tours to improve u.s. Consular offices in
Europe. At a testimonial dinner after his return to
Cincinnati, Charles Emory Smith stated that, "Dr.
Crawford had made the best and most influential ConsulGeneral that the United States had ever sent to any
country. II
Returning to Cincinnati at age forty - eight, Dr.
Crawford entered the world of business and finance.
He
served as President of the American National Bank, head
of the Cincinnati Discount Company; and was financially
interested in the Smith & Nixon Company, as well as the
Brownell Company in Dayton, Ohio, and the Cincinnati
Rubber Products Company.
From 1883 to 1910, Dr. Crawford prepared ten long
papers for the Literary Club: One on the epic
'Kalevala,' three on the literature and culture of
Finland and three on Russia. Another three 'papers'really formal slide shows - were as remarkable then as
they would be today. His skills with the stereopticon
and camera produced 'In Russia With Stereopticon,'
1899, 'Through Italy, Illustrated With Stereopticon,'
1902, and 'Through Mexico With A Camera,' 1905.
Literary Club members apparently held travelogues in
much higher regard one hundred years ago.
From 1910, until his death at age seventy on
August 11, 1916, no additional papers were presented in
his name until the reading of his 'Memoriam' in
November, 1916. He died at his South Crescent Avenue
horne in Avondale of what was described in his
CINCINNATI ENQUIRER obituary as a "rare bleeding of the
veins." He was preceded in death four years earlier by
his second wife Cora Hayward.
For a number of years
prior to her death he had retired from all literary and
financial pursuits.
And, like his volumes side-by - side, John Martin
Crawford is arrayed with his wives and children row-on -
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Ready to begin the eba3-~~g. ·
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for his insights on
and David Edmundson
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fellow club members Arnold Schrier
the life and career of Sergei Witte
in drawing my attention to Bruce
Conquest Of A Continent:
Siberia

The Sok - Hop Wars
May 18, 1998

Nick Clooney

Among those in my corner of this venerable hall,
there is an infallible measure of the success of a
paper.
It is the length of time required for one member
to snort in disagreement, another to offer a sotto voce
correction and a third to fall into a deep sleep.
With that in mind, I have decided to set forth a
challenge. A person should always do something every
two years that will cause his palms to sweat.
So I
cast about for a topic that would be least likely to
engage for a full thirty minutes the interest of a
group of men dedicated to the principle of erudition.
I pride myself that I have made a supremely appropriate
choice.
The challenge is issued.
The clock is
ticking.
The game, gentlemen, is afoot.
The sok-hop wars.
Over the years, from this podium, words have
thundered through our room describing the great
conflicts of this century. We have heard of brave
deeds, chilling miscalculations, of the searing moment

